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When Dutch astronomer Prof. dr. Kees de Jager returned to his isle of birth Texel, he 
was asked by the former director of the Royal Dutch Institute for Sea Research, Prof. dr. 
Jan de Leeuw, to investigate the relationship between solar activity and our climate. Du-
ring this research he cooperated with Silvia Duhau, Ad Nieuwenhuizen, Hans Nieuwen-
huijzen, and many other researchers. That research, done over a period of 15 years, has 
generated about ten papers with remarkable new insights. All the papers are compiled 
together here and they provide the common thread for this book.

This book covers the equatorial and poloidal magnetic fields, and the recently discovered 
granular scale magnetic fields. Further, a prediction method is described for the sunspot 
maxima until 2130, and the notions phase diagram, Transition Point and grand episode 
are explained. The start of modern heating (1920), and the concept of solar variability as 
part of the modern heating curve (≈ 0.15 oC), have statistically been determined by the 
same method which has been applied to study the influence of the solar variability on 
the climate. Another aspect of our study is the non-linear time difference between the 
solar magnetic increase and terrestrial warming, which has some parallelism with the 
glacier lengths. This time difference has almost become zero in the last decades of the 
20th century.
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Some time ago one of the authors (CdeJ) was invited by Prof. dr. Jan de Leeuw, at that 
time director of the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research, to investigate the re-
lationship  between solar activity and our climate. In the subsequent studies good coo-
peration was found with the two other authors (Silvia Duhau and Ad Nieuwenhuizen) 
while at some time we also profited greatly from the cooperation with Rob Rutten, Bas 
van Geel, Ilya Usoskin, Hans Nieuwenhuijzen and Rob Hammerschlag. We are also obli-
ged to Frédéric Clette and Leif Svalgaard for their help in matters of sunspot and group 
sunspot counting. Their fine cooperation is thankfully mentioned here. 
This book deals with the problem of  the influence of the various solar magnetic field 
components on the Earth’ s  average Northern hemisphere ground temperature. While 
most previous studies of this topic by other authors were restricted to the equatorial 
magnetic fields we found it necessary also to include the polar magnetism which was 
hitherto not yet discussed. Yet, it is found (Ch. 8) that it contributes considerably to 
the terrestrial warming, nearly half as much as the equatorial magnetic fields do. And, 
next to these two fields we had to deal with a recently noted third solar magnetic com-
ponent that also seems to influence the earth’s climate, to the considerable degree of 
about 25% before 1920.   

In the first three Chapters of this book (Ch. 1, 2 and 3) the three magnetic field 
components are described. Their proxies and variability is dealt with. The main as-
pects of the solar dynamo  are discussed in Chapter 4. We find (Chs. 5 and 6) that 
the recently started fairly low level of solar activity (since about 2000) will stay that 
low during a few coming solar undecennial cycles and that it may even stay that 
low during the forthcoming millennium. The last four chapters deal with the Ea-
rth’s climate and  its  variation due to solar magnetic influence. We limit ourselves 
to the climate of the Northern Hemispheric continents (it is only for these regions of 
the Earth that sufficiently reliable observational data are available). It then appears 
that during the past few centuries, up to the first two decades of the 20th century, the 
average  Northern Hemisphere ground temperature is fully correlated with solar acti-
vity. But after 1920 an additional component becomes more and more important (Ch. 
8). It consists of additional  heating  that already reached a value of close to one degree 
centigrade around the year 2000. In addition we find (Chs. 9 and 10)  a variable delay 
with an average value of some 16 years between the times of solar increase of magnetic 
activity and that of terrestrial warming. The duration of this delay decreased steadily 
from  ~1600 till present. The main results of this book are summarized in Figs. 9.13 
and 10.7 and 10.8. 
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Summary. The equatorial component of the sun’s magnetic field is concentrated in the sun-
spot area. We describe its main characteristics such as its  undecennial variation – the 
Schwabe cycle - and its chief variation as shown by the Hale cycle, this being about twice 
the Schwabe cycle. The sunspots are the centres of the larger and magnetically weaker solar 
faculae.  Important for understanding the main characteristics of the equatorial magnetic 
fields  is their latitude variation with time. A proxy for the equatorial magnetic  field is the 
maximum sunspot number per Schwabe  cycle; depending on the sunspot counting system 
it is called Gnmax or Rmax.

Sunspots – early observations.  As regards its integrated brightness the sun is an ex-
tremely stable source of light, its total brightness does hardly change with time and, if 
it does so, it is always by much less than one percent. And this, in spite of the fact that 
often dark spots are visible on the surface, the sunspots. The reduction of brightness due 
to the sunspots is compensated by relatively bright areas around the spots, the faculae. 

Sunspots were first mentioned in the early Chinese literature  (~ 800 BC), while the 
first mentioning in western literature is by the Greek scholar Theophrastus around 
300 BC. First telescopic observations were in 1610 by the English astronomer Thom-
as Harriot and the Frisians Johannes and David Fabricius. Since then telescopic ob-
servations of sunspots  were regularly and virtually throughout used in astronomical 
observations.   

Main characteristics. Sunspots are regions  of reduced brightness because at their places 
the upward flow of radiation, which is brought to the photosphere by convective mo-
tions, is reduced and sometime even strongly so by the strong magnetic fields of the 
spots, the reason being that convection  is blocked by these fields. 
The sunspots can have very different sizes, from a few tens of km till a few hundred 
thousands of  them.  But in any case: it are temporal phenomena, with life times that can 
range from a few hours till a few months – sometimes even still longer than that.

Essential is their strong magnetic field. The core of a spot is its umbra. There the magne-
tic field is strongest. In most cases it is of the order of 3000 Gauss and very occasionally 
even stronger than that. Essential for understanding the  sunspots is that these umbral 

Summarizing, the main new results described here are:

-- we investigate the dependence of the average (smoothed) Northern Hemisphere 
ground temperature on three components of the solar magnetic fields and determine 
their relative contributions to the Earth’s average temperature variation.

--  up to ~ 1920 the variation of the smoothed average NH ground temperature  is mainly 
determined by the three solar magnetic fields; after that an extra non-solar component 
becomes more and more important, to reach a value close to one degree centigrade 
around the year 2000. 

--  the  notions Transition Point and Grand Episodes of the solar dynamo are introduced.

--  the beginning of an episode of increased atmospheric warming occurs on the average 
about 16 years after the start of a period of increased solar magnetic activity, but that 
delay decreased in the course of time: it was longest some 500 years ago and became 
gradually shorter. Some parallelism with glacier lengths is noted.  
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